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For Machine Learning classification tasks, training data labels 

are often one-hot encodings of the correct class, where 

training maximizes categorical cross entropy for the correct

class. The training goal is to get the probability of the correct 

class as close as possible to 1. This type of training does not 

take into account different difficulties of different examples. 

Some training examples may be easier or harder than others. 

We can estimate an example’s difficulty with Item Response 

Theory (IRT) and use that as part of training. With enough 

human responses to a set of questions we can model 

parameters of specific examples such as difficulty and 

discriminating ability.

Overview

In this work we use crowd responses to estimate a

distribution over classes. By treating the distribution as a 

proxy for difficulty, we can optimize according to estimated 

distribution
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Results

• Subset of Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) 

dataset (Bowman et al. 2015, Lalor et al. 2016)

• 1000 human annotations from Amazon Mechanical Turk

• Annotations used to build IRT tests to measure ability

• Here we use the AMT responses to estimate probability 

distributions over classes

Main idea: Fine-tune a pre-trained model with the crowd-

generated probability data

• Model: Neural Semantic Encoders (Munkdalai & Yu 

2017): memory-augmented neural network

• High performance on SNLI and other NLP benchmarks 

• Train with full SNLI training set (500k examples)

• Fine-tune with CIFT data with one of two loss functions:

• Categorical Cross-Entropy (CCE): Memorize CIFT data

• Higher performance for these examples leads to higher

IRT ability estimates

• Mean Squared Error (MSE): Learn the crowd distribution 

over classes

• Incorporates uncertainty in correct class for difficult 

examples

• Transfer learning baseline: fine-tune with SICK (Marelli et

al. 2014)

Full training -> CIFT -> Full training outperforms baseline
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Ability estimates vary even when accuracies are the same

(which examples you get right is important!)

IRT model of example parameters as a function of ability (θ)

Ability estimate for a set of examples


